Increases in bandwidths and processing capabilities of future packet switched networks will give rise to a dramatic increase in the types of applications using them. Many of these applications will require guaranteed quality of service (QOS) such as a bound on the maximum end-to-end packet delay and/or on the probability of packet loss. This poses exciting challenges to network designers. In this paper we discuss the QOS requirements of di erent applications and survey recent developments in the areas of call admission, link scheduling, and the interaction between the provision of QOS and call routing and tra c monitoring and policing. We identify what some of the important issues are in these areas and point out important directions for future research e orts.
Introduction
Networking is evolving at a rapid pace these days. Only ten years ago, wide area network bandwidths were in the range of 56Kbs and less. Typical applications were electronic mail, le transfers and remote login. Present day wide area networks have bandwidths in the order of 45Mbs (NSFnet backbone) and applications include, in addition to those listed above, digitized voice and low rate video. In addition, there exist several experimental networks that are operating in the gigabit range. Work is underway on a wide variety of high bandwidth applications such as HDTV, medical diagnosis, multimedia conferencing, etc..
One of the burning issues in this evolution deals with the provision of adequate service for these new applications. Recent experience on the internet indicates that it is ill suited to handle time and loss sensitive applications such as voice and video. This is due not only to the inadequate bandwidth provided by the internet but, more importantly, because the internet does not provide the right support in the form of end-to-end protocols and switch scheduling policies. It is the aim of this paper to describe issues and problems that arise in providing quality of service (QOS) to applications along with several approaches that have been proposed and studied in the literature.
We will discover that the problem of providing quality of service to B-ISDN applications is complex and that it cannot be solved satisfactorily without also dealing with numerous other problems such as routing, congestion control, link scheduling, tra c shaping and monitoring, etc... We will brie y discuss the realtionship between these problems and that of providing quality of service. We will observe that the solutions to some of these problems such as tra c shaping and link scheduling are intricately related to the design of algorithms for providing QOS. Other problems, such as routing can be treated in a more detached manner.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 introduces a sample of B-ISDN applications focussing primarily on their QOS requirements. A discussion of how they are typically modelled and their salient workload parameters is also included in section 2. Section 3 describes the problem of providing QOS in greater detail including a discussion of a number of issues that must addressed by any network architecture supporting QOS guarantees. Section 4 will discuss the problems of tra c shaping and monitoring and will describe the rate control paradigm commonly included as a component of a network architecture that provides for QOS. A description and discussion of several link scheduling algorithms, which can be used to support applications having di eent QOS requirements is found in section 5. The primary focus of the paper is on call admission which is the subject of section 6. Section 7 summarizes the main ideas and lists a number of directions for further research.
Applications and their QOS Requirements
Applications can be divided broadly into two classes, those without real-time constraints and those with. Traditional networking applications such as le transfer, electronic mail, and remote login do not have real-time constraints. The performance metrics of interest for these applications are typically average packet delay and throughput. They also require full reliability which is provided by high level end-to-end protocols.
Of more interest to us are those applications having real-time constraints. These include voice and video. Such applications are characterized by a bound, D, on the time, T, allowed to transmit a packet across the network. Thus, a deadline is associated with each packet and, if the packet reaches its destination after its deadline, it may be considered useless and discarded.
The following two QOS requirements have been proposed for real-time applications in the literature, (Q1) T D; (Q2) Pr T > D] < : The rst of these metrics requires that the application su er no packet loss. Clearly this is impossible to achieve given that network components can fail and communication links can corrupt packets. Hence, it is normally interpreted to mean that the application requires no losses beyond what may be introduced by component failures and link noise. Henceforth, we ignore link noise and component failures and assume a fully reliable network. Fortunately, the most common real-time applications, voice and video can tolerate some fraction of either lost or delayed packets, (approximately 10 ?6 ? 10 ?2 ). Here losses occur as a result of bu er over ow.
For some applications, such as voice and video, there is no bene t to having packets arrive far ahead of their deadlines. This is because the receiver is required to store these packets until the deadline at which point the data can be played out. Thus the following QOS requirement has also been considered (Q3)
T max ? T min J: Figure 1 illustrates the rst and third criteria (Q1 and Q3).
The fourth QOS requirement commonly treated in the literature is (Q4) Pr end-to-end packet loss] < This may be appropriate for real-time applications such as voice operating on networks where packets that, because of their architecture, guarantee that any packet reaching its destinationhas an end-to-end delay less than D. It may also be appropriate for non-real-time applications as it bounds the number of retransmissions that are required to ensure lossless data transfer. Based on these QOS requirements, we divide applications into three classes, deterministic (Q1, Q3), statistical (Q2, Q4), and best e ort (no requirement).
Although, these are the QOS metrics typically considered in the literature on provision of QOS, they may not be the most appropriate metrics, 39, 40, 6, 43, 30, 5, 37] . For example, consider the requirement that packet loss not exceed 1% for a voice application. If the application ultimately transmits 100,000 packets, then there is a considerable di erence in the user's perception of the quality of the voice if the rst packet out of each group of 100 are lost rather than the rst 100 packets out of each group of 10,000. Thus a number of papers propose QOS requirements based on intervals of time, e.g., 1% loss over a talkspurt in audio applications 40, 6] , over a frame in video 43, 30, 5, 37] . Recent work 36] indicates that replacing interval QOS measures with stationary QOS measures can produce very poor results if, in fact interval measures are of interest. There has been little work performed to include these types of metrics as part of call admission algorithms. The design of call admission algorithms to provide QOS guarantees is based on stationary metrics. Interval QOS metrics could then be satis ed by choosing overly stringent stationary connetion oriented requirements. Hence, we will focus on criteria Q1 { Q4 in the remainder of the paper.
We conclude this section with a discussion of workload characteristics of the applications envisioned for B-ISDN. Although a number of applications are characterized by a continuous bit rate (CBR, e.g., voice without silence detection), most applications use compression techniques in order to reduce their average bandwidth requirements. These applications produce bursty, highly correlated packet streams. Current tra c source models include Markov modulated arrival processes (e.g., 24]) and Markov modulated uid processes, (e.g., 3]). In numerous cases, voice, medical images, and le transfers, they can be modeled by two state on-o models. If the process is in an o state, no packet is generated and if it is in an on state, packets are generated with at constant intervals of time. We will not discuss these models farther except to state that the typical statistics associated with these processes that are used in provision of QOS include x min , the minimum interarrival time between packets, L m ax, the maximum packet size, R peak , the peak rate, b, the expected burst length, and u, the fraction of time the source is on. The problem of modeling packet streams for di erent applications is far from having been solved. Future work in this area will undoubtedly impact ways for providing QOS.
3 Overview of Providing QOS QOS requirements are typically speci ed on an end-to-end basis. This imposes requirements on the hosts at each end as well as the network connecting them. We will only focus on the network QOS requirements in this paper (although many of the ideas could be applied to the hosts). QOS requirements are best satsis ed through connection oriented services. A connection consists of three phases, call setup, data transport, and call breakdown. In the preceding section, we discussed di erent potential data transport QOS requirements. However, the setup and breakdown phases can have their own requirements. For example, setup requirements typically include constraints on connection blocking probability and connection setup delay and breakdown requirements typically include constraints on breakdon delay. We will focus on the provision of QOS during the transport phase.
Call set up is concerned with answering the following question,
The question: Can the call be admitted so that its QOS requirements are met without violating the QOS requirements of any existing call in the network?
This involves choosing a physical path between the two end nodes. Next a call setup control packet is sent along this path to determine whether it can meet the QOS requirements without violating those of any existing call in the network. This involves checking at each node whether su cient resources exist to do so. If the determination is made that each node can do so, then the resources are reserved and the call accepted.
We are concerned with answering \the question" with repect to a single physical path.
Although path selection (routing) is extremely important in obtaining good performance, its solution is, to some extent, orthogonal to the design of good algorithms for provision of QOS on a single path. Various aspects of the routing problem and its relationship to the provision of QOS can be found in 26]. Solutions to the routing problem will undoubtedly borrow from routing in circuit-switched networks, 18].
Consider the problem of answering the question whether or not the QOS requirements of a new call can be satis ed while continuing to provide the QOS of other calls. In its general form, this is an extremely di cult question to answer as the admission of a call has the potential of a ecting every session currently using the network. In order to mitigate this problem most approaches follow the principle of nodal isolation; namely that the behavior of the nodes on the path should be isolated from each other and from that of the remaining nodes in the network. This can be accomplished in one of two ways, 1) statically partitioning resources among connections, or 2) imposing local QOS requirements on each node so that each node on the path determines independently whether it can satisfy these local QOS requirements. We shall refer to the former as the principle of connection isolation and will examine approaches based on both as well as a hybrid. The reader is referred to 49] for further design principles for call admission algorithms.
In order to answer \the question", a connection must provide workload descriptors along with its QOS requirements. The previous section described some proposed descriptors and requirements. A successful call setup corresponds to a contract between the application and network. In order to prevent an application from breaking its part of the contract, i.e., that it will behave according to the description that it provided the network, the network should provide a tra c monitoring and policing mechanism at the edge of the network. An example of such a mechanism is the leaky bucket 46]. Further details are found in section 4. A second reason for monitoring the tra c of a connection would be to provide adaptivity. If the tra c characteristics of a connection change, then the network could note these changes and make use of them when setting up additional calls. This approach is taken in 22, 11] .
Most of the work in this area is based on the underlying assumption that bursts generated by sources are typically small compared to the bu er capacity of each node in the network. Most of the approaches that we will focus on in this paper will not work well if bursts are comparable in size or larger than bu er sizes. If the bu er size is much smaller than the burst size, then the only solution may be to perform fast circuit switching at a burst level. An example of this approach is found in 47].
Tra c Shaping and Monitoring
As we have observed in section 3, a tra c shaping mechanism may be necessary to ensure that a source behaves according to the characterization that it provides the network at the time that it establishes its session. Tra c shaping mechanisms come in many di erent avors. However, they are mostly variations of the leaky bucket rate control mechanism originally proposed by Turner, 46] . We brie y describe one variation which is used by a number of di erent proposed bandwidth allocation policies.
Brie y, a leaky bucket consists of a data bu er and a nite capacity token bu er. Packets enter the data bu er from the source. Tokens are generated deterministically at rate rho and immediately enter the token bu er. Whenever a packet containing p bits enters the data bu er and nds at least p tokens in the token bu er, the packet immediately is released to the network. Otherwise it queues up in the data bu er and waits until it is the oldest packet and p tokens have accumulated. At that time, the packet is allowed to enter the network. The capacity of the token bu er is and is used to control the burst length of the source. Last, a peak bandwidth enforcer is used to ensure that the peak bandwidth never exceeds C. The leaky bucket is illustrated in Figure 2 . As mentioned before, many variations of this mechanism exist. One variation, suited to ATM, allows packets to always enter the network without delay. However, if the packet arrives to nd an insu cient number of tokens, it is marked before being released. Coupling this with a link scheduling policy that is allowed to drop marked packets in the case of congestion, can yield performance improvements over the standard leaky bucket, 16] A source is said to be a ( ; ; C) linearly bounded arrival process (LBAP) if, when fed through a leaky bucket with parameters , , and C, none of the packets ever incur a delay. The leaky bucket always guarantees that the network will see a ( ; ; C) LBAP. Often times C is taken to be 1. In that case the peak rate parameter will be omitted, e.g., ( ; ) LBAP instead of ( ; ; 1) LBAP.
Before ending this section, we mention that the leaky bucket has been the subject of many studies. Most have focussed on evaluating its performance, either in isolation, e.g., 44], or feeding one or more downstream queues, e.g., 41]. More recent work has focussed on formally stating and proving a number of burst reduction properties exhibited by this mechanism. These include burstiness exhibited by the departure process, or by its e ects on delays and/or losses at downstream queues 35, 34].
Link Scheduling Policies
In a high speed network setting, link scheduling policies must allow di erent classes of applications having di erent quality of service requirements to share a link. In this section, we describe some of the issues that arise in designing multiclass scheduling policies and how they have been treated by network designers. The reader is referred to 23, 4] for additional details regarding the link scheduling policies described here as well as others.
We assume that the scheduling policy must deal with at least three classes of applications which di er according to the type of QOS that they require, i) deterministic, ii) statistical, and iii) best e ort. Each of these may consist of additional subclasses. For the sake of discussion we assume there are only these three classes and that a policy schedules the link between S k di erent sessions labelled s = 1; : : :; S k where k 2 fd; s; bg denotes the class of application.
Further, when describing how a policy schedules packets from a speci c session, it is helpful to refer to the other servers on the path allocated to that session. Hence, we shall refer to the path for session s as ? s = (j i;1 ; :::; j i;ns ) where J i;k is the k-th server on the path. We shall refer to the server under consideration as l s in this context.
A scheduling policy has to deal with several issues. First, to what extent will it isolate the e ects of di erent classes of applications from each other? Second, to what extent will it isolate the e ects of di erent sessions within the same class from each other? This suggests that a policy has a hierarchic structure. At the top level of the hierarchy is a mechanism for scheduling between di erent classes of sessions. At the second level will be a mechanism for scheduling sessions from the same class. This, of course may di er from class to class. If one of the classes is further subdivided into additional subclasses, then the policy may contain three or more levels.
The issue of whether or not to isolate sessions/classes from each other is an extremely important one. Traditional circuit switching is characterized by absolute session isolation; each session is given a xed fraction of the bandwidth and is never aware of other sessions. Such isolation can be emulated in B-ISDN by a careful implementation of space division/ time division multiplexing where each session obtains a fraction of the bandwidth corresponding to its peak rate. This policy has the advantage that it simpli es the problem of making deterministic guarantees. However, it may provide very ine cient use of the bandwidth if the applications are bursty. Such a philosophy, with some modi cations to provide exibility lies behind three recently proposed policies, Hierarchical round robin (HRR) ( 29] ), Stop-and-Go (SG) ( 20] , and Weighted fair queueing (WFQ) ( 13, 32] ). We will describe these later in this section.
It is worth pointing out that the ATM standard provides for virtual paths 7, 8] between source-destination pairs. Brie y, a virtual path can be viewed as a dedicated bandwidth channel between a pair of nodes. Hence, it is a mechanism that can be used to isolate di erent classes of service from each other.
A second approach to session/class isolation is to assign static priorities to di erent sessions. Thus, for example priority could be given in decreasing order to deterministic, statistical, and best e ort service. This appears at rst sight to be a good solution as it appeals to our intuition regarding the relative importance and urgency of the three classes of services. However, as a general multiclass scheduling policy it has been found wanting in several respects. First, it is very in exible. It has been observed in that policies that attempt to cooperatively share the bandwidth between statistical and best e ort classes of service can provide better performance for the latter class of service with either no or marginal degradation in the QOS of the former class. Second, it may provide overkill to the class of service receiving the highest priority of service. For example, there is no bene t in transmitting a packet far ahead of its deadline. Instead, it may be possible to provide better performance to the other classes of service packets by delaying the packet's transmission for awhile and allocating the link instead to these other classes of service. These have been illustrated in 10].
It is important to point out that most proposed algorithms provide higher priority to packets generated by deterministic and statistical applications than to best e ort packets.
There have been some attempts to develop high level scheduling policies that attempt to share the link cooperatively between di erent classes of service rather than to isolate them, 27]. We will survey these policies later in this section.
Last, a scheduler has to be chosen to schedule packets belonging to the same class of service on the link. Clearly, any policy that provides class isolation can be used to provide session isolation. If this is the choice, then FIFO is often used to schedule packets belonging to a single session. Such an approach su ers because no bene t is obtained (statistical multiplexing gain) from sharing the link between a group of sessions. To ameliorate this problem, several policies have been proposed for scheduling sessions belonging to the same class of service. These include FIFO, Earliest-due-date (EDD), FIFO+, and Jitter earliest due date (J-EDD). We will discuss each of these in turn later in this section.
Before beginning our description and discussion of class isolating policies and intra class scheduling policies, we brie y mention that policies can be further characterized as either idling or non-idling policies. Here a policy is said to be non-idling if it never allows the server to idle when there are packets queued at that server. A policy is said to be an idling policy if it is allowed to idle the server while there are packets queued for it. Although idling appears to be wasteful, it provides predictability which simpli es the problem of providing deterministic delay bounds as we will see shortly. 
Class isolating scheduling policies
Hierarchical round robin (HRR): In its simplest form HRR is time division multiplexing. Time is divided into periods of constant length F and each session is given a xed number of slots within that frame. Consequently, HRR is an idling policy. The maximum packet delay for a session can be bounded by 2F by choosing the fraction appropriately, provided that the source is described as a LBAP.
Sessions can be placeded into groups with each group being assigneda fraction of the frame. The groups can then handled using round robin and each group can have its own scheduler for scheduling packets belonging to that group. One choice fo a group scheduler is the round robin policy. This provides the basis for HRR in its most general form.
In its most general form, HRR consists of N > 1 levels. Associated with level i , 1 i N, is a set of sessions, a frame size F i , and parameter b i . Consider the operation of level i. During the rst b i slots of that frame, the server is dedicated to the sessions associated with levels i+1 and above. During the remaining F i ? b i slots of the frame, the server is assigned to sessions belonging to level i. The packets belonging to levels i + 1 and above are scheduled using HRR having levels i + 1; : : :; N. Thus multilevel HRR can be recursively de ned in this way. Note that HRR operating at level N can provide all of the slots within its frame to the sessions assigned to that level.
Multilevel HRR provides su cient exibility to provide di erent determinstic guarantees to di erent applications. Furthermore, due to the fact that a session may not use more than its share of slots within a frame, determinstic jitter guarantees can be made as well.
Although, as de ned, HRR seems to be geared to applications with determinstic QOS requirements, in fact, best e ort applications can be easily introduced by assigning it a priority lower than the determinstic class. In particular, best e ort packets can use slots that would normally go idle.
Last, This policy is easy to implement. See 29] for further details on its implementation and performance.
Stop and Go Queueing (SG): This policy is similar to HRR with one important distinction. In addition to associating a frame to the outgoing link, a frame of the same length is also associated with each incoming link. These frames are then mapped to frames on the outgoing link by introducing a constant delay , where 0 < F. This has the advantage that the end-to-end jitter can never exceed 2F, no matter how long the path traversed by a session. The maximum delay on a link is 2F as under HRR.
As with HRR, it is possible to de ne a multiple level Stop-and-Go policy. Here F i is assumed to be a multiple of F i+1 . Thus, an application having a delay bound of D at the node would be assigned to level J = arg minfi : 2F i?1 < D 2F i g. See 20] for further details and 19] for a description of how it can be integrated with other tra c classes Weighted Fair Queuing: This policy was rst introduced as a mechanism to ensure fairness between di erent sessions in traditional data networks 13]. It is most easily described under the assumption that workloads generated by sessions can be treated as in nitely divisible uids. Let S sessions labelled i = 1; : : :; S share a link with capacity r. Associated with the sessions are parameters f i g S i=1 which determine the rates at which they receive service. Each session sees a link with capacity at least as large as i = P S j=1 j . More precisely, if the set of sources with queued packets at time t is S(t) f1; : : :; Sg, then source i 2 S(t) receives service at rate i = P j2S(t) j . This policy ensures that, if a source has data to send during the period s; t], then the amount of its data transmitted is at least as large as (t ? s) i = P S j=1 j .
As described above, this policy is not implementable since the smallest unit of data transfer is a packet. However, it is not too di cult a task to accurately approximate the above policy by a dynamic priority policy. In particular, a packet is assigned a priority equal to the time that it would complete under WFQ. LetT i and T i denote the response times of the i-th packet under the preemptive WFQ and the non-preemptive version of WFQ respectively. If r denotes the rate of the server and L max the maximum packet length, then it has been shown ( 38] ) that T i ?T i L max =r .
This policy was originally proposed and studied in 13] with i = 1=S for the purposes of providing fair service to traditional data tra c in the internet. However, it has recently been shown that, if a source is a ( ; ) LBAP, it is possible to choose values for so that the maximum delay at the server is bounded 38]. In particular, if i = i , then
It is unnecessary for other sessions to behave as LBAP's. Thus this policy can be used to share the server among applications requiring hard real time guarantees, statistical guarantees, and no guarantees. We will observe in the next section that this policy is the cornerstone of an approach proposed by Clark, et al. for providing QOS in an integrated digital services network.
Intra-class scheduling policies
The most commonly used policy in this group is FIFO. This is due to several reasons. First, it is extremely easy to implement. Second, it exhibits a number of important properties. For example, it is known to minimize the variance in the delay through a node and, in certain cases, the end-to-end delays through a tandem network 45]. It is also known to stochastically minimize the maximum end-to-end delay. These two features make it the policy of choice within a session and an option to consider for scheduling packets from di erent sessions belonging to the same class of service.
It is not clear that FIFO is an appropriate policy for scheduling packets belonging to either the deterministic or statistical service classes. Recently, a number of deadline based policies have been proposed. All of these are based on classical real-time scheduling policies such as rate monotonic (RM) and earliest due date (EDD).
Under EDD, each packet has associated with it a due date, typically interpreted as the time by which to complete transmission of the packet. At the time that the server becomes available, it is assigned the packet with the smallest (earliest) due date to transmit. Ferrari and Verma 15] propose this policy as part of a QOS provision mechanism where the due-date associated with a session is negotiated at the time that a call is admitted. It is also a component of the MARS approach 27].
A problem inherent in FIFO and EDD is that end-to-end jitter tends to grow as a function of the path length in networks. As a consequence, Verma and Ferrari 48] proposed an idling version of EDD, Jitter-EDD (J-EDD) which has the provable property that end to end jitter never exceeds that for a single node, regardless of path length. This property results from the addition of an input regulator (see Figure 3 ) which holds a packet until the time it is expected to arrive at the node. At that time it is released into the node to be scheduled.
More recently, Clarke, Shenker, and Zhang proposed a non-idling policy for controlling endto-end jitter over long paths ( 11] ). Unlike J-EDD which holds a packet at a server until its expected arrival time, FIFO+ attempts to reduce jitter by giving higher priority to packets that have taken an inordinately long time in reaching the server and low priority to those that have arrived more quickly. Consider session s. Associated with server j k on its path is a target delay t s;k . Let T s;k;j be the actual delay incurred by the j-th packet from session s at server j k . Then packet j is given a due-date of P k?1 u=1 T s;u;j ? P k u=1 t s;u at server j k . It is suggested that t s;k be set to the expected packet delay for session s and that it be updated as it changes. Very preliminary results indicate that it appreciably reduces the variance in the end-to-end response time over a policy such as FIFO. Last, it can be used in combination with other policies such as WFQ.
Inter class sharing policies
Minimum laxity threshold (MLT): The policies so far either partition the bandwidth between di erent classes of applications or even sessions (WFQ) or apply to a single application class. Recently, several policies have been proposed that attempt to deal with the QOS requirements of two or more distinct classes of applications in a complementary manner. One of the earliest such policies, Minimum Laxity with Threshold (MLT), introduced by Chipalkatti, et al. 10] deals with an application in which the QOS metric is the fraction of packets whose delay exceeds a deadline D and another application whose QOS metric is expected delay. They propose a policy that schedules the rst class of packets whenever one or more of them are within d units of time from their deadline and serves the second class of packets otherwise. Their preliminary results show that a threshold can be chosen that tradeo s the QOS of both classes thus yielding better performance than what mght be achieved by either a static priority scheme or FIFO.
More recently, Lazar, et al. 27 ], have proposed a more sophisticated variation of MLT that interleaves the transmission of deterministic and statistical packets in such a way that statistical packets are given priority so long as no deterministic packet is allowed to miss its deadline 27].
Bu er management policies
So far no mention has been made of the fact that bu er capacity at the link is nite in capacity, much less the impact that this has on link scheduling (if any). For the most part, the problem of bu er management is orthogonal to the subject of this paper. We assume that there are su cient bu ers for applications requiring deterministic QOS provided that other resources are available. In the case of applications requiring statistical guarantees, over ow is possible. The problem of choosing a packet discard policy has received less attention than it deserves. However, the proper choice must address two questions. Which session to choose from and, within a session, which packet to choose. The rst question has not been satisfactorily answered. If there are best e ort packets available, then discards should be made from them. If not, then there is the question of whether to spread discards over many statistical sessions or over a few.
Call Admission
The problem of how to do call admission is very complex and has generated a number of potential solutions. As described in section 3, a complete solution may require rate control/tra c shaping mechanisms, new link scheduling policies, routing policies and tra c monitoring mechanisms. Furthermore, call admission must also account for the di erent classes of tra c that are envisioned. These include minimally 1. deterministic, 2. statistical, and 3. best e ort as described in section 2. These may further subdivide into subclasses that di er from each other according to their associated QOS metrics.
Rather than attempt to provide complete solutions from the outset, we will focus on the problem of call admission for each class separately.
Delay Bound Jitter Bound HRR 2hF -SG 2hF 2F Table 1 : Comparison between SG and HRR.
Deterministic guarantees
We begin with a discussion of how deterministic guarantees can be made for networks using session isolating schedulers such as HRR and SG. Consider the case where a deterministic session traverses a path ? s consisting of h hops. If the frame size at each link is F, then the end-to-end delay is bounded by 2hF under both HRR and SG. Multilevel versions of these policies can provide di erent delay bounds, one for each level. Thus deterministic applications can be divided into subclasses associated with the level that provides the appropriate delay bound. One problem with call admission based on HRR and SG is that it is not possible to decouple the delay bounds from bandwidth allocations. Applications requiring tight delay bounds will tend tobe allocated high bandwidths and vice versa. aathis is less true for HRR than for SG but is present nevertheless. Table 1 compares these two policies.
We turn our attention to call admission in the case that local schedulers use deadline based policies (EDD, J-EDD). Recall that these policies require that each session have a local deadline associated with it. Hence a responsibility of the connection set up phase is the choice of these local deadlines. The use of local deadlines also provides nodal isolation. Hence, checking on whether or not the establishment of a connection will a ect other sessions need not proceed outside of the path in question.
Consider a new session, s, desiring to establish a connection on path ? s . During the rst phase of call admission, each node determines whether or not there exists a local deadline which it can guarantee the delays of session s to fall below while maintaining the local guarantees for all other sessions. Examples of such calculations along with their computaional costs can be found in 15, 48] . Let d k denote this minimum local deadline at node j k . If all nodes on the path are able to calculate such deadlines, then the destination checks whether or not the end-to-end deadline can be met, i.e., is P ns k=1 d k D s ? If so, then the destination allocates local deadlines, D k to the nodes on ? s sothat d k D k and P ns k=1 D k = D s . Several ways of allocating end-to-end deadline to local deadlines are described in 15]. This approach can produce provable guarantees using EDD and J-EDD as the local schedulers. The latter provides lower jitter guarantees than the former.
The following question arises: is it possible to provide guarantees under non-idling policies h WFQ FIFO SG other than EDD? The answer is yes. In a very interesting series of papers, Cruz 12] shows that delays are bounded for a set of (possibly non-identical) sessions under any set of non-idling policies traversing a feed forward network provided that 1) each session (i) is described by a LBAP with parameters ( i ; i ) and for each link k, r k > P m2S k m where S k is the set of sessions traversing link k. These results also apply to some non-feed-forward networks.
Unfortunately, the bounds are not useful for call admission. The bounds can be very very loose. For example, consider an h hop path consisting of T1 links shared by 48 32Kbs voice calls (see Table 2 . The bounds appear to grow exponentially as a function of the path length. In addition, the bounds are not easy to compute and the results for non-feed-forward networks incomplete.
Following in the footsteps of Cruz, Parekh developed end-to-end delay bounds for a session s described by an LBAP in an arbitrary network operating under WFQ under very reasonable assumptions. The theory exhibits the folllowing important properties.
Networks can be non-feed-forward, In the case that k = s for j k 2 ? s , the delay bound is given by T s s + propagation delay (2) which is independent of the path length.
Clarke, et al., 11] have proposed WFQ as the scheduler in their architecture for providing deterministic QOS. The quality of the bounds provided by WFQ can be found in Table 2 and can be compared with those of FIFO and SG for our voice example.
Statistical guarantees
Considerable work has been conducted on the design and evaluation of call admission policies for sessions requiring one or the other of the following two guarantees, Pr T D] < Pr packet loss] < :
We will consider each of these in turn.
Statistical deadline guarantees
Consider a session that requires a guarantee on the tail of the end-to-end delay distribution. One approach to handling this session is to treat it as if it has the following deterministic QOS requirement, T D. However, there is considerable evidence that such an approach will result in extremely poor performance, i.e., the number of sessions permitted to use the network will be considerably lower than necessary. We illustrate this with an example taken from 51]. Figure 4 illustrates a network (labelled M4) of 3 3 switches connected by T1 rate lines. The network has been con gured so that each communication link carries 48 32Kbs voice calls where each voice call generates a packet every 16ms during a talkspurt. Talkspurt lengths are assumed to be exponentially distributed random variables with mean 352 ms and silence periods are assumed to be exponentially distributed rv's with mean 6.5 ms. (Silence periods are typically much larger. This mean was chosen so that the link utilizations would be all approximately 98%.) Figure 5 shows simulation results for the distribution of the end-to-end delay of a session traversing links S1 -S4. The estimate for the distribution is taken from ten independent simulation runs, each of which simulated approximately 1/2 million packets for those sessions whose path length was four. Also shown are the bounds obtained for WFQ, SG, and FCFS. The results illustrate how poorly the bounds on maximum delay can be for the tail of the end-to-end delay distribution.
Consequently, a di erent approach is required for performing call admission when applications require statistical guarantees. In this section we describe several such approaches and discuss their advantages and disadvantages. These include The rst approach is an extension of the work of Cruz for bounding maximum end-to-end delay to bounding the tail of the end-to-end delay distribution. Kurose 33] provides tail bounds for the same network as Cruz under the assumption that busy periods at each node are nite and bounded in duration. Inherent in the model is the asumption that sources are described by LBAP's. Yaron and Sidi 50] and Chang 9] consider more general arrival processes for which the peak rate is unbounded and, based on Cherno 's bound, develop bounds on the end-to-end delay distribution. Although these models can be used to provide tighter bounds than the model of Cruz, preliminary evidence indicates that they remain still too loose to be of practical use in call admission. Furthermore, they share some of the problems inherent in Cruz's model, high computational complexity, not suitable for most general networks, etc... This brings us to the approach most prevalent in the literature, namely to develop call admission policies that approximately provide statistical guarantees. Two approaches have been taken in this direction. The rst is to develop heuristic models for estimating the tails of delay distributions 15, 28] . The latter approach actually measures current network behavior and uses this to parameterize the model. The second is to classify applications into di erent classes and perform analysis or simulations o -line to determine the number of statistical sessions that can be admitted and, more generally, the number of statisical sessions that can be combined with di erent numbers of deterministic sessions. This is exempli ed in the work described in 27].
Statistical loss guarantees
We begin the discussion of how to provide statistical loss guarantees by rst noting that a solution to this problem often automatically solves the problem of providing statistical deadline guarantees in many high speed networks. Consider a network with links having bandwidths of 150Mbs. Let the scheduler at each link be FIFO and let the bu er capacity be 800Kb (approximately 100 1Kbyte packets). The delay through a 5 hop path is bounded by 30ms (excluding propagation delay) which is tolerable for real-time applications such as voice and video. Hence, the event T > D corresponds to the event of a packet that is lost due to bu er over ow in this case.
Unlike deadlines, there is no general method for obtaining provable bounds on packet loss probabilities except in the case of a single link. Saito 42] provides bounds on cell loss probabilities for an ATM switch using a FIFO scheduler. The bounds require the average rate and the peak rate for each source over an interval of length K=2 where K is the bu er capacity. As the model does not derive expressions of this peak rate at the output of the switch, it is not able to handle more than one multiplexer.
Once we relax our requirement that the guarantee be provable, then we nd that the primary approach to providing statistical loss guarantees is based on the theory of e ective bandwidths.
The theory of e ective bandwidths originated in the context of a single link. Consider a single session, modelled as an on-o source with peak rate R peak , mean burst length b, and utilization (fraction of time in the on state) u feeding a bu er with capacity K. Assume that it has a loss requirement Pr packet loss] . The e ective bandwidthĉ is the service rate required to serve this source so that its QOS requirement is met. The e ective bandwidth as a function of the QOS requirement is illustrated in Figure 6 . It falls between the peak and average rates and increases as the QOS requirement becomes more stringent.
Assume for now that the e ective bandwidth of a source is easily calculated and that the e ective bandwidth corresponding to a set of sources can be expressed as the sum of their individual e ective bandwidths, i.e., P i2Sĉ i . Then, the problem of call admission is simpli ed tremendously. 
where = ln(1= ). This expression was derived from a uid model of an o -on source, 3], and developed to be 1) simple to compute, depending on only three parameters and 2) generally pessimistic.
One problem with this approach is that it ignores the possible multiplexing gains achieved by sharing the link among a number of sources. Hence, the following expression in 21] was proposed for the e ective bandwidth of a collection of sources S,
where m is the average aggregate rate of the sources in S, is the standard deviation in the aggregate rate, and 0 = p ?2 ln ? ln (2 ) . The rst expression in the min is based on a Gaussian approximation of the aggregate bit rate. Such approximations have been shown to accurately model the stationary bit rate when the number of sources is su ciently large ( >10 is suggested in 22]).
This has been extended to a network setting by assuming that the source tra c characteristics are relatively una ected much when passing through a link (see 22] for evidence for the validity of this assumption) and through an application of the principle of nodal isolation, i.e., allocating the end-to-end packet loss requirement among the nodes on a path. See 22] for details of this approach.
There is currently insu cient experience with this approach to determine how well it will work. As mentioned earlier, the guarantees are approximate. In order to compensate for this, they have been chosen to be very conservative. However it is not known how conservative they are. Further work is required to evaluate this approach.
There have been several other proposals on how to calculate e ective bandwidth for the case of identical sources sharing identical loss requirements. They are based on the following approach -for a given loss requirement, determine the maximum number of sources, n max , that can share a link so that they all satisfy their requirements. Thenĉ = r=n max . This can be obtained either through analysis, 1], or simulation, 16].
Observe that the test for call admission can be stated in the following equivalent form, is n + 1 n max ? Here n denotes the number of sessions currently using the link. Two types of sessions can be handled in this way by calculating a feasible region (see Figure 7 ) which indicates the di erent combinations of sessions of the two types that can be accommodated while satisfying the loss requirements of both. Again, a call can be admitted if the combined populations fall within the feasible region. Such an approach has been sggested and studied in 25] . in the context of loss requirements and in the context of di erent types of QOS requirements 27].
Last, the work of Guerin, et al., which rst proposed and developed the theory of e ective bandwidths through simple heuristic arguments has been placed on a solid mathematical basis by several recent papers, 17, 14, 31] . This work has resulted in two types of results. The rst is the derivation of the e ective bandwidth of a single source for a large class of queueing systems and tra c models. Typically these relate to the dominant eigenvalue of the rate matrix associated with a Markovian model of the source. Second, it has been shown in the limit as K ! 1 and ! 0 that the e ective bandwidth corresponding to a collection of sessions is equal to the sum of the e ective bandwidths asociated with the sources for Markovian arrival processes. Hence, the assumption that the e ective bandwidth of a collection of sessions can be approximated by the sum of the e ective bandwidths of the individual sources is quite reasonable for low loss probabilities.
Best e ort
This class of applications is easily handled. In a real implementation it may be useful to allocate a fraction of the bandwidth to best e ort tra c. This is easily done with most of the approaches that we have described as they either are based on the principle of session isolation or they require knowledge of peak rates.
Other issues
There are a number of issues and problems that have not been adequately addressed, either in this section or in the literature. These ibclude allocation of end-to-end QOS requirements to nodal QOS requirement, adaptivity to changes in link loads, and adaptivity to changes in session characteristics.
Although several proposed call admission algorithms require the allocation of end-to-end QOS requirements to nodal requirements, e.g., 15, 22] , the problem has not been thoroughly addressed. One exception is the work of Nagarajan 36] which compares an optimal allocation to the simple heuristic of equal allocation. This study shows that, if the QOS requirement is low loss, then little is gained in using the optimal allocation over the equal allocation. On the other hand, is the QOS requirement is a mean delay bound, then an optimal allocation can provide signi cantly better performance than an equal allocation. A sensitivity measure, the relative gain ratio, is proposed which can be used to perform a quick test to determine whether it is useful to try to nd the optimal allocation.
A second issue that is only now beginning to receive attention is that of changes in network loads, source characteristics, etc.. Is the contract negotiated between network and user static during the life of the session or can it be renegotiated? For example, if a user declares itself as being characterized by a high value of R peak but the network determines through measurements that it is considerably lower, can the network take advantage of it? Several proposed algorithms allow the network to modify network resource allocations to sessions in order to account for changes in tra c characteristics, see 2].
Summary and Future Work
In this paper we have presented the state of the art of provision of QOS in integrated digital services networks. We have focussed primarily on the problem of call admission, and speci cally the question can a new call be admitted with the QOS that it desires while maintaining the QOS of all sessions presently in the network? We have seen how this is intricately related to the choice of scheduling policy at each link. We have described a number of approaches to solving the problem of call admission based on the principles of nodal and session isolation as well as approaches that attempt to share resources between sessions of di erent classes. At this point in time there is has been very little comparison between di erent approaches -either from the point of view of assumptions regarding the underlying network architecture or from the point of view of performance. Much remains to be done in this area.
One interesting dichotomy exists in the di erent approaches reported on how to provide QOS that has yet to be dealt with satisfactorily. This is the division between the approaches that deal primarily with delay and those that ignore delay but deal with bu er over ow. It seems clear that the current real-time applications such as voice and video can be handled in a satisfactory manner by the latter approach provided that raw bandwidth is at least 100Mbs. It remains to be seen whether applications will be developed which will require deadline constraints that are only slightly larger than propagation delays or whether there will be a large number of low speed networks for which the algorithms providing delay guarantees will be required. This is an area worth investigating.
Another area worth investigating is the application of some of the approximate guarantee techniques developed for delays 28] to the problem of packet loss. Another fruitful area of research is that of either developing call admission algorithms based on interval QOS metrics or trelating such metrics more closely to stationary metrics such as Q2 and Q4 so as to use existing approaches for dealing with interval metrics.
Last, the development of protocols for dealing with call admission or the data transport is in its infancy. Furthe work is required in this area.
